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ABSTRACT
Monte Carlo simulations are a crucial tool for the analysis and prediction of various background com-
ponents in liquid xenon (LXe) detectors. With improving shielding in new experiments, the simulation
of external backgrounds, such as induced by gamma rays from detector materials, gets more compu-
tationally expensive. We introduce and validate an accelerated Monte Carlo simulation technique for
photon transport in liquid xenon detectors. The method simulates photon-induced interactions within
a defined geometry and energy range with high statistics while interactions outside of the region of
interest are not simulated directly but are taken into account by means of probability weights. For
a simulation of gamma induced backgrounds in an exemplary detector geometry we achieve a three
orders of magnitude acceleration compared to a standard simulation of a current ton-scale LXe dark
matter experiment.
1. Introduction
In the last decades, liquid xenon (LXe) detectors became
a leading technology for rare event searches in astro particle
physics. Many of the most stringent limits for the direct de-
tection of dark matter [1, 2] or on the neutrinoless double-
beta decay [3] have been set by LXe experiments. One major
advantage of LXe is its high mass density and the result-
ing high self-shielding capability against external radiation.
Background induced by gamma radiation from radioactive
decays in detector materials is efficiently reduced in the cen-
tral LXe volume due to the shielding of the outer xenon lay-
ers. In order to optimize the detector sensitivity, a precise
knowledge of the remaining background components is es-
sential. Therefore, many experiments do intensive measure-
ments of trace radioactivity impurities in the detector mate-
rials [4, 5]. This data is used as input for Monte Carlo simu-
lations of the gamma background in the central LXe volume
[6, 7]. For future large scale detectors, employing up to 50 t
of LXe [8], these simulations will become computationally
expensive as a large number of gamma emissions need to
be simulated in order to achieve a robust prediction of back-
ground events in the center of the detector, particularly in
the low energy regime of a few tens of keV. Variance reduc-
tion techniques (VRT) such as importance sampling [9] are
one approach to increase the precision of Monte Carlo sim-
ulations while at the same time reducing the computational
effort.
In this paper, we introduce a VRT dedicated to the simula-
tion of external gammas in LXe detectors. The statistical un-
certainty is decreased with respect to standard Monte Carlo
simulations by means of importance sampling. The simula-
tion can be restricted to photon interactions in the region of
interest (ROI) of a rare event signal. The underlying prob-
ability density functions (pdf) are thus over-sampled in the
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ROI, while they are not sampled in other regions of phase
space. The non-sampled events are taken into account by
applying corresponding weights to the obtained simulation
result in the ROI. Section 2 introduces the VRT used for the
following simulations in this paper. For validation, we sim-
ulate gamma interactions in LXe by means of the standard
Monte Carlo approach and compare those to the VRT simu-
lation results. A discussion of the achieved acceleration due
to VRT is presented in section 3. We conclude with a sum-
mary of of our results in section 4.
2. Simulation Method and Validation
To study the variance reduction techniques proposed in
this paper, we developed a photon transport Monte Carlo
code in Python. It implements both a standard simulation
technique and a variance reduction method to validate our
acceleration techniques. During the photon transport only
the photo-electric effect and Compton scattering are taken
into account, with the mass attenuation coefficients 휇 as pro-
vided by NIST [10]. If a photo-electric absorption takes
place, all the photon energy is assumed to be deposited lo-
cally and further tracking of the photo-electron is not done:
this is a reasonable assumption since the photo-electrons will
only traverse a distance of a few 100 휇m in liquid xenon,
which is below the position resolution of current LXe ex-
periments [11]. In the case of a Compton scattering event,
we use the Klein-Nishina differential cross-section to calcu-
late the scattering angle, while taking into account the bind-
ing energy of electrons with appropriate form factors [12].
These form factors are especially important in the regime
of low-energy deposits in the keV range, and thus for dark
matter searches. The MC code does not take into account
pair creation. Thus, its applicability is in principle limited
to gamma ray energies below the pair creation threshold of
1.02 MeV. However, it is safe to assume that the actual re-
sults are reliable up to energies of ∼ 1.5MeV since the pair-
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production cross-section is about one order of magnitude be-
low the incoherent cross-section.
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Figure 1: Geometry for the simulation studies presented in this
paper, representing a simplified dark matter experiment similar
to LZ [13] or XENONnT [14]. Most high-energy gamma rays
originate from the boundary of the liquid xenon volume, while
signal events occur in the central fiducial volume (FV). The
orange line represents a possible trajectory of a gamma ray
through the liquid xenon, scattering once.
We use a cylinder with a radius of 푅 = 65 cm and a
height of ℎ = 150 cm filled with 6 t of LXe as a benchmark
model (see Figure 1). For simplicity, the detector walls or
other detector components were not assumed to be present.
Gamma rays can be emitted from random locations on the
cylinder’s surface. The fiducial volume (FV) is a cylinder
with a radius of 57 cm and a height of 134 cm at the center of
the xenon volume, such that it is surrounded by 8 cm of LXe
on all sides. Such a geometry mimics dark matter detector
like for example LZ [13] or XENONnT [14]. It has to be
noted, however, that given the simplicity of the geometry this
study should only be viewed as a feasibility and validation
study of the acceleration technique discussed below.
2.1. Variance Reduction Technique
A simulated gamma ray with a certain primary position
and direction of propagation has a probability 푝훾 to create aninteraction in the pre-defined FV and energy region. Obvi-
ously, 푝훾 is dependent on the gamma ray’s initial parameters.We factorize the event probability as
푝훾 =
4∏
푖=1
푝푖 ⋅ 푝푠 , (1)
where the probabilities 푝푖 correspond to well-described pro-cesses such as the adsorption probability of a photon when
traveling through LXe. We will introduce and discuss those
processes, four in total, later in this section. 푝푠, on the otherhand, is the combined probability for other processes which
are not explicitly taken into account. Instead of determin-
ing 푝푖 by means of simulation, as it is done in a standardMC approach, we calculate them for each created gamma on
an event-by-event base. As a consequence, the probability
for a simulated gamma to induce an interaction in the ROI
is increased to 푝훾 = 푝푠 since the processes described by 푝푖will not terminate the simulated event. Instead they act as a
weight on the events simulated in the ROI to retain the cor-
rect 푝훾 from equation 1. The probability weights 푝푖 refer todifferent photon transport or interaction processes and are
determined as follows.
A gamma ray pointing towards the direction of the FV has a
probability 푝1 to be transported to the edge of the FV, 푥⃗1 inFigure 1, without undergoing an interaction. 푝1 is dependenton the path length |푥⃗1 − 푥⃗0| and is calculated as
푝1 = exp
(
−휌 휇(퐸훾 ) |푥⃗1 − 푥⃗0|) , (2)
where 휌 is the density of LXe (∼ 3g/cm3) and 휇(퐸훾 ) is themass attenuation coefficient. Once the gamma ray reaches
the FV, it has a probability 푝2 to undergo an interaction be-fore leaving the sensitive volume at position 푥⃗2. In the ac-celerated simulation, we force an interaction in the FV and
apply the weight
푝2 = 1 − exp (−휌 휇(퐸훾 ) |푥⃗2 − 푥⃗1|) . (3)
Simulations in the low energy region are particularly compu-
tationally expensive. We can accelerate the simulation by re-
stricting the interactions to energies smaller than amaximum
energy deposit of 퐸푚푎푥. The photo-electric effect is prohib-ited if the energy of a gamma is larger than 퐸푚푎푥 and forCompton scattering only scattering angles associated with
interactions below the maximum energy are allowed. Simu-
lated interactions need to be weighted by the probability for
an interaction below 퐸푚푎푥 which is given by
푝3 =
1
휎 ∫
퐸푚푎푥
0
푑휎
푑퐸
푑퐸 , (4)
where 휎 = 휎푝푒 + 휎푐푠 is the total cross-section of gamma-rays including the photo-electric effect and Compton scatter-
ing, respectively. Finally, in order to produce a single scatter
event the gamma needs to leave the sensitive volume without
any further energy deposition. The corresponding probabil-
ity is calculated similarly to Eq. 2 by
푝4 = exp
(
−휌 휇(퐸훾 ) |푥⃗퐸 − 푥⃗푖푛푡|) . (5)
We restricted the discussion so far to an event topologywhere
the gamma leaves the LXe volume after a single interaction.
However, the introduced acceleration methods can be eas-
ily extended to multiple interaction events as we will discuss
later. In that case the probability weights are adapted to a
gamma undergoing a certain number of interactions within
the pre-defined energy range and then leaving the FV or get-
ting terminated in the last interaction by photo-electric ab-
sorption.
2.2. Validation
In order to validate our accelerated simulation method,
we compare the results with those obtained from a standard
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Figure 2: The energy spectra of single scatter events originating of 106 simulated gamma-rays of 1MeV energy. Results obtained
with the standard MC methods without/with a fiducial volume (FV) are indicated by black/red markers, respectively. The
accelerated simulation spectra, indicated by colored histograms, are in agreement with the standard MC but have higher statistics
in the FV.
MC simulation. To simplify the discussion, we use the sim-
ulation of single scatter events induced by mono-energetic
gamma rays of 1MeV as an example. In the first validation
step we did not define a FV. This means the weights for trans-
portation until the FV and for the maximum energy deposi-
tion are unity, i.e., 푝1 = 푝3 = 1 . The obtained energy spectraof the standard MC method and the accelerated simulation
are shown in Figure 2. Both show excellent agreement with
each other in their prediction of the intensity of the photo-
peak at 1MeV and the Compton spectrum. This proves that
the physics of gamma interactions is implemented in a con-
sistent way among the simulation methods. In the second
step we compare the energy spectra of single scatter inter-
actions within a FV which is shielded by 8 cm of LXe on
all sides. The calculated weight 푝1 is used in the acceler-ated simulation. The spectrum of the standard MC suffers
from very low statistics apart of the photo-absorption peak
(see Figure 2). The accelerated MC, in contrast, obtains a
clear spectrum with high statistics since no initial gamma
gets terminated on its way to the FV. Both spectra agree with
each other after applying all weights to the accelerated MC.
The decreasing shape of the Compton spectrum is explained
by the single scatter requirement and reflects the decreasing
probability of a gamma to escape the detector without any
further interactions as a function of the gamma’s first energy
deposition. The third test is an accelerated MC simulation
with a maximum energy requirement of 퐸푚푎푥 = 250 keV.The fact that it is in agreement with the previous simulation
without an energy cut-off is a validation of the weight 푝3 inthe accelerated simulation.
As a figure of merit, we can predict the number of gamma
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Figure 3: The relative difference between the predicted number
of interactions, 푁퐵퐺, and the expected number 푁∞, obtained
in a high statistic accelerated MC. The standard MC prediction
(red) converges to 푁∞ for a large number of simulated events
푁훾 but slower than the accelerated MC (blue).
induced background events 푁퐵퐺 in the FV using the stan-dard MC and the accelerated MC approach with increas-
ing statistics. We use an accelerated MC simulation of 109
events and its expectation value 휇퐵퐺 as a reference simula-tion. Figure 3 shows that the standard MC expectation value
of events within the FV (no energy cut applied) converges
to the reference value with increasing number of simulated
gammas 푁훾 . The error on the standard MC is obtained by√
푁퐵퐺∕휇퐵퐺 since the error on the reference MC is negli-gible. For comparison we also show the accelerated MC
simulation (blue marker) which converges much faster to the
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Figure 4: The number of gamma rays undergoing a single scatter inside the fiducial volume with an energy deposit of < 250 keV.
Figures a-d, show the simulation results for an initial number of gamma rays of 푁훾 = 104, 105, 106 and 107, respectively. As a
reference serves the expectation value 푁∞ of a high statistics simulation. In case of the accelerated method the expectation value
of the predicted number of interactions in the ROI, 푁̄푉 푅푇 , shows a much reduced variance, 휎푉 푅푇 , with respect to the standard
MC approach.
reference value. The error on the accelerated MC is deter-
mined from the variance of 10 simulations as we will discuss
below.
Both validation studies, on the spectral shape as well as on
the absolute number of simulated background events in a FV,
show good agreement between the standard MC and the ac-
celerated simulation.
3. Acceleration factor
As described in Section 2.1, our method gains its accel-
eration by accounting for some photon transport and physics
processes bymeans ofweights 푝푖 instead of determining thosesurvival probabilities for an event to happen in the ROI by
simulation. The increased sampling in the ROI leads to a
more precise expectation value of the simulation, i.e., with
a smaller standard deviation for a given number of simu-
lated gammas. This section quantifies the acceleration of
our method compared to the standard MC method by deter-
mining the number of events for both simulations that yield
the same statistical uncertainty on the estimated events in the
ROI. This acceleration will depend on the detector geome-
try and energy of the gamma rays, but it is independent of
computing power.
To quantify the acceleration we perform for both MC
methods a set of 10 independent simulations with a certain
number of initial gammas푁훾 at 1.5MeV. The goal is to de-termine the expected number of single-scatter events 푁퐵퐺within a defined FV. For these simulations the detector ge-
ometry and FV were fixed as shown in Figure 1 and an en-
ergy cut was set to퐸푚푎푥 = 250 keV. The results obtained forfour different푁훾 are shown in Figure 4.In all cases we observe that the expectation values푁퐵퐺obtained by the standard MC method for a certain 푁훾 havea much larger spread than the results from the acceleration
method. For both methods the means, 푁̄푀퐶 and 푁̄푉 푅푇 re-spectively, converge to the expectation value of a high statis-
tics reference simulation referred to as 푁∞. However, thesample variance 휎푀퐶 for the standard MC is much largerwith respect to 휎푉 푅푇 in the accelerated simulation.
Figure 5 depicts the evolution of the relative uncertainty
휎∕푁̄ as a function of the number of simulated events for the
standard MC and the accelerated VRT MC. For the simula-
tions with 푁훾 < 104 no interaction happened in the ROIin the standard MC approach. The same relative error is
achieved with a smaller number of simulated events for the
acceleratedMC, due to themore efficient sampling of the un-
derlying probability density functions in the ROI. For both
simulations the dependence of the relative statistical uncer-
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Figure 5: Evolution of the relative sample variance as a func-
tion of 푁훾 for the standard MC (red) and the accelerated VRT
MC (blue) simulation. The lines correspond to a fit of equation
6 to the data points.
tainty on푁훾 is parameterized as
휎∕푁̄ = 푐√
푁훾
. (6)
The fit model provides only a qualitative description of the
data. Nevertheless we use the fit-parameters to estimate the
achieved acceleration for a particular simulation geometry.
The acceleration factor, 훼, is defined as the ratio of the num-
ber of events using the accelerated MC,푁푉 푅푇훾 , and the stan-
dardMC푁푀퐶훾 , when bothmethods achieve a certain relativestatistical uncertainty, i.e.,
훼 =
푁푉 푅푇훾
푁푀퐶훾
=
(
푐푀퐶
푐푉 푅푇
)2
, (7)
with the fitted slopes 푐푀퐶 and 푐푉 푅푇 from equation 6. In
our particular geometry we achieve an acceleration factor of
1800 for single scatter events in the ROI. Due to the multidi-
mensionality of a Monte Carlo simulations it is impossible
to predict in advance what the acceleration factor will be. It
strongly depends on the particulars of the chosen geometry
and the energy of the gamma rays. The acceleration tech-
nique will generally benefit the simulation of extremely rare
events due to the efficient sampling of the underlying pdf in
the ROI.
4. Discussion and Conclusion
This paper presents the proof of principle for a variance
reduction technique that can be used to estimate gamma ray
backgrounds in large dark matter experiments. The evalua-
tion of the method showed an acceleration factor 훼 = 1800
with respect to a standard non-weighted Monte Carlo simu-
lation. The acceleration factor will depend on the geometry
of the system, the size of the fiducial volume, and the energy
of the gamma rays. As a general rule of thumb, the larger the
detector volume, the larger 훼 becomes, due to the fact that the
survival probability of the gamma rays decreases exponen-
tially with increased pathlength. Similarly, the maximal al-
lowed energy deposition has a strong impact on the achieved
acceleration factor. If the cut-off is at low energy deposits, as
in the signal-region for WIMP nuclear recoils, the accelera-
tion factor is large, as simulation of not contributing photo-
electric absorption events is eliminated. Furthermore, we
observed that 훼 varied by a factor of ∼ 3 over the energy
range of 500 keV to 1.5 MeV, due to strong variation of the
photo-electric and incoherent cross-sections.
One important aspect of simulations for WIMP detec-
tion experiments is the capability to simulate neutrons, since
these may cause an irreducible background. For this proof of
principle study we chose to simulate gamma rays only, since
the physics processes relevant to their transport is relatively
simple. The same acceleration method is applicable to neu-
tron transport as well and could be implemented using e.g.
GEANT4 [15].
Closely related to the capability to simulate neutrons,
is the ability to simulate multiple-scatter events. Neutrons,
in sharp contrast to WIMPs, have a sizeable probability to
undergo a double scatter, and it is therefore of crucial im-
portance to acquire detailed knowledge of such events. Al-
though we quantified the acceleration factor for single scat-
ter events only, the simulation code is set-up to simulate
multiple-scatters. Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution of
single and double scattered 1 MeV gamma rays for both the
standard Monte Carlo and for the accelerated simulation.
Both interactions were required to happen inside the fiducial
volume, while the total energy deposit was required to be
below 250 keV. For the standard Monte Carlo only very few
events are accepted, resulting in a relatively high uncertainty
on this background, whereas the accelerated Monte Carlo
shows a smooth distribution of events. Besides offering a
much more precise estimate of this background, this also al-
lows to investigate the details of such events. For example,
based on the accelerated simulation it is possible to clearly
identify which detector components contribute significantly
to the background, and take these results into consideration
in the detector design.
To summarize, a new variance reduction technique for
photon transport was developed and validated. Much faster
estimates of backgrounds can be obtained, and this method
has the potential to accelerate simulations for neutron back-
ground estimates and multiple scatter events allowing their
study in much greater detail.
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